
ration grid and the propagation of the wave packet is recorded by a system of probes placed 
along the plasma waveguide. 

In astrophysical conditions short Langmuir pulses imbedded in the solar wind plasma 
were observed in the magnetosphere of Jupiter during the transit of Voyager packet [9]. 

The author is grateful to V. B. Krasovitskii for detailed discussion of the work and 
to V. D. Shapiro for helpful comments. 
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PROPAGATION OF SPATIALLY INIIOMOGENEOUS RADIATION IN A 

DOUBLE-PASS AMPLIFIER WITH A WAVE-FRONT-INVERTING MIRROR 

A. A. Betin, N. D. Milovskii, 
N. Fo Rul'kov, and N. Yu. Rusov 

UDC 621.378.9.535o82 

The amplification efficiency and wave front inversion accuracy are studied for 
a beam with a small-scale transverse structure that is propagating in a double- 
pass an~lifier with a wave front inverting mirror in the saturation regime. 
The conditions are determined under which the amount of structural distortion 
in the field supported by the active medium is small. Also, the ratio of the 
conjugated signal to the noise in the output of the amplifier is determined, 
in principle, by errors in the wave front inverting (WFI) mirror. 

The requirement for high energy efficiency in optical quantum amplifiers leads to the 
need to use the regime when the active medium is saturated with radiation~ In turn, the 
very saturation of the medium is an unavoidable source of nonlinear field distortion. The 
indicated contradiction directly pertains to a double-pass amplifier with a WFl-mirror. Here 
the output of the amplifier is required to be an amplified signal that is indistinguishable 
from the input intensity distribution and has a wave front (WF) that is the conjugate of the 
input signal~ The accuracy of the wave front inversion in such a system is determined by 
the accuracy of wave front inversion at the nonlinear mirror and the amount of distortion 
that the amplifier's active medium introduces. The spatial inhomogeneity in the gain coeffi- 
cient of the medium is primarily induced by the intense wave reflected off the WFl-mirror 
and is exhibited most significantly in conditions of simultaneous propagation of incident 
and reflected waves in the amplifier~ Such a situation is typical for powerful CO= lasers 
whose typical pulse lengths (on the order of i ~sec) exceed the travel time to the WFI- 
mirror and back. 
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As a rule, the transverse intensity distribution in the input beam is a rapidly varying, 
sporadic function of the transverse coordinate. Such a field structure can also develop 
from a smoothly inhomogeneous beam impinging on the input due to optical inhomogeneities of 
the active medium in the amplifier itself (in particular in CO~ and chemical lasers). The 
study of the propagation of spatially inhomogeneous light in amplifiers [i, 2] and the in- 
duced scattering of modulated beams [3] indicated the possible existence of "self-averaging" 
of the induced inhomogeneities of the medium in the presence of small-scale spatial field 
structure. In this regime, the medium remains on the average homogeneously amplifying and 
the field is amplified without distorting its spatial structure. 

The present paper studies the feasibility of realizing a suitable "self-averaging" 
regime in the amplification of colliding light beams of complex structure in a double-pass 
amplifier with a WFI-mirror. The aim of this work is to determine the relative share of dis- 
tortion introduced by the WFl-mirror and by the gain medium, and also to clarify the condi- 
tions under which high accuracy of wave front conjugation is possible, despite the radiation 
saturation of the active medium. 

Let the incident and reflected linearly polarized waves ~•177 z)exp(i0~t • ikz) propate 
in the active medium. The transverse dimensions of the inhomogeneities of the structure of 
these waves ~(ri,z) are much less than the beam width (po << ro) and the diffraction spread- 
ing length of the beams is much greater than the length of the amplifier (kropo >> L). In 
the quasi-optical approximation (% << po << kropo), the complex amplitudes $• of the fields 
propagating in the two-level medium with homogeneously broadened luminescence lines are de- 
scribed by coupled parabolic equations [4, 5] 
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where 
L g +  ~ + 2-~ 

•  [ ( 1 + I + + 1 - )  2 - 4 ? I + l - ] l / 2 + l + z V I - - 1  ~ •  ".-M~ - -  (2)  
4 l •  [ (1 + 1 + +  I__) ~ - -  4vI+I_]  ,/2 

In Eq. (2), the wave intensities I• = & +~+* are normalized to the saturation intensity, K 
is the unsaturated increment of intensity growth, and 6 is the difference between the fre- 
quency of the field and the frequency of a transition in the medium, normalized over the 
line width. The coefficient y is different for the interfering (y = i) and noninterfering 
(? = 0) fields ~+, 8_. The latter case is achieved if the polarizations of the fields ~+ 
and $_ are mutually orthogonal or if the frequency spectrum of the radiation is wide enough 
that the interference term in the resultant field intensity does not modulate the medium. 

We shall confine ourselves to the case of a weak input signal, assuming that I+ << i over 
the entire length of the amplifier. Expanding Eq. (2) in a series, in the absence of inter- 
ference we obtain 

x i = +_ (• (t - -  i6) ( 1 + I - )  -~ 

and in the presence of interference 

(3)  

~,+, = (x/2)(1 -i6)(l+t-) -~, X I ! = - -  ( X / 2 )  (1 - -  i(5) (1 + / _ ) - I  

We shall seek a solution of Eq. (i) in the form 

(4) 

8+ = a (z) ~ (r• z) + e+ (r• z), ~_ = A ~ (z) 8* (r• z) q- e l  (r• z), (5) 
where the structure of ~(ri, z) satisfies the free space equation 

A 
L ~  =0 (6) 

and corresponds to the structure of the input field ~+(ri,0) = a(O) ~ (rl,0) at the plane 
z = O. The distortion accumulated in the amplification process is described by the supple- 
mentary fields e• which are assumed to satisfy the condition of orthogonality with the 
fundamental structure 

8* e• d r •  

and the condition that there is no distortion (noise) at the input of the amplifier 

(7) 

e+(r• =0.  (8) 
it is necessary to distinguish between the noise field e• exhibited due to the signal scat- 
tering in the induced dielectric susceptibility lattice and the spontaneous noise, the level 
of which in the system being examined is insignificant [I]. 

Without any approximations, it is possible to obtain equations for a, A, and e• from 
the initial system of equations (i). Assuming first that e• = 0, we shall investigate the 
amplification of the fundamental structure 8~ and then~ assuming 

le~]2<<| ,  (9 )  

we shall study the behavior of the noise fields and determine the conditions under which they 
actually remain small. 

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (i) and taking Eqs. (3) and (4) into account, we derive 
the equations 

aliA [21de= --• ( IA i 2) [A 12; 

dla  •  ( IA t 2) la.LI2; 

(i0) 

(ii) 

alia, 12/dz:• ( lA ] 2) [a lt ]2, (12) 
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describing the amplification of the structure ~ in the cases of the absence (~i iA) and 
presence (aljIIA) of interference of the colliding waves. The coefficients F and F: have 
the form 

F(IA{2) = (l /P)  ~ lg 12( l j - lAgl~) -~dr i ;  (i3) 

& (IA 12) = ( l /P)  S I~ 12(1+1Ag [2) -2d r i ,  (14) 

where P = ~ gladr~. We shall proceed in the following manner to calculate them. 

We shall assume that the transverse intensity distribution I = ~$'* in the input beam 
has a random nature and can be described by the probability density 

w(l)  = (1 /<l>)exp(- -  I/<I>), (15) 

c o r r e s p o n d i n g  to a normal  d i s t r i b u t i o n  of  q u a d r a t u r e  components  of  t h e  f i e l d  g [ 6 ] .  Taking  
into account the fact that ro >> po, to calculate F and F~ we shall replace the expressions 
inside the integral with their statistical averages under the assumption that the average 
intensity ~I> does not depend on the transverse coordinates. As a result we obtain 

F( IA 12) = ff ue-~ ( lq-IX[ ht)-~d.;  (16) 
0 

~ (1%1~) = .t" ue-~ (lq- tai2u)-~du' 
. (17) 

where u = I/<I>, and the coefficient IAI a = IAI2<I> is normalized such that it corresponds 
to t he  v a l u e  o f  t h e  a v e r a g e  i n t e n s i t y  i n  u n i t s  o f  t h e  s a t u r a t i o n  i n t e n s i t y .  

Figure 1 shows the variation of the integrated gain increment over the layer's thickness 

L 

m ~ z  .[ Fdz,  (18) 
0 

that is identical for weak and strong fields in the absence of interference, and the variation 
of the integrated increment 

L 

Ml=•  j" Fldz (19) 
0 

of a weak field in the presence of interference with the average intensity IA(0) I 2 of the 
output radiation. The maximum value of the output intensity IA(0) I a, up to which the weak 
input signal approximation remains valid and the graphs of Fig, 1 can be used, depends on 
the reflection coefficient R m of the WFI-mirror, the increment M, and is determined from the 
condition la-(L)12 f I, or IF(0)12 5 IRmlae M. For comparison, the dashed curves show similar 
variations of the increments in the case when the structure ~ is a plane wave. From Fig. 1 
it is clear that unmodulated waves are amplified more efficiently, On the other hand, for 
both modulated waves and plane waves, the case without interfering fields is more energeti- 
cally advantageous since in the presence of interference, the amplification of a weak input 
field is suppressed (MI < M). 

In calculating the additional saturation of the medium by a weak signal ag, Eq. (I0) 
becomes dependent on Eqs. (Ii) or (12). Calculations conducted retaining terms that are 
linear in I+ in the expansions in Eqs. (3) and (4) show that for a value of the weak field 
intensity at the mirror la(L) l 2 < 0.I (in saturation units) and judicious values of linear 
gain KL < i0, calculation of this effect leads to corrections in the output intensity values 
IA(0) I a that do not exceed 10%. 

We shall examine the principles of the formation and efficiency of amplification of the 
noise components e• on the background of the basic structure of ~. These noise components 
appear as a consequence of multiple diffraction of the fields at the dielectric susceptibil- 
ity lattices induced by the noise components in the active medium of the amplifier. Assuming 
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that there is no interference, we substitute Eqs. (2) and (5) into Eq. (i) and, taking into 
account the fact that the input signal (la~l 2 << I) and distortions (le• 2 << i) are small, in 
a first order approximation we obtain the equations 

A x ( 1 - - i S )  [ e+ t @ a i $  ( 1 ] ~ ) ] ,  (20) 
L e$ -- 2 1 + 1A~'[ '~ 1 + [A~'] 2 ' 

~eT1_  •  .... ib) I- e~ ( 1 F) (A@)2 e~ I 
- 2 [i]-~-TA~[2) 2 + A~ l + ]AS1 z (iTT)~--~J ' (21) 

where the superscripts designate the orientation of the intensity of the field of the noise 
components e• relative to the field A@ which saturates the medium. 

We note first that the last term in the right hand side of Eq. (21) describes parametric 
interaction of the perturbations of the fundamental structure ~ caused by the nonlinear part 
of the dielectric susceptibility. The increment of perturbations, developing in an active 
medium having resonant nonlinearity on a plane wave background, insignificantly exceeds (for 
5 < 0) the increment of a plane wave [7], and therefore in amplifier problems this effect 
can be treated as insubstantial. Moreover, this pertains to the case of a strongly inhomo- 
geneous structure of the fundamental field, which leads to a decrease in the increment of 
the perturbations by a factor of (0o/ro) 2 

The first terms in the right hand sides of Eqs. (20) and (21) describe intrinsic dis- 
tortion amplification (due to the active medium). The local increments of the increase in 
the distortion intensities averaged over a cross section S of the amplifier 

]2+ =: (1/S) S [e+ll2 dr-t '  ]1_1 _ (1 S) ~ le~_[ ~ dr L (22) 

are calculated such that, as for the fundamental structure, they turn out to be equal to 

co 

f ([XID = J" e-" (l-b-lA-[~u)-'d~< (23) 
0 

oo 

F(IA--12) : S e-"(~d-lXl~u)-2du: J" ue-"(1+ l-Al2u)-~d~. 
0 0 

(24) 

for the intensities J~ and J!., respectively. 

The efficiency of amplification of the distortions in comparison with amplification of 
the fundamental field is determined by two effects. On the one hand, due to the orthogonal- 
ity of the structure of the distortions with respect to the structure of the intense field, 
they propagate in the less saturated regions of the active medium and their amplification 
is accentuated. On the other hand, interference with the intense field, as in the case of 
the fundamental input signal, leads to gain suppression. These two effects exactly compen- 
sate for each other for the eH field and it is amplified by exactly the same amount F as 
the AS field is. Amplification of the wave e~ that is not interfering with the fundamental 
field occurs more efficiently. Actually, by comparing Eqs. (2~ and (24) it is evident 
that for all ]AI = > 0 the inequality f > F is satisfied. The quantitative differences in 
the integrated growth increments of the fundamental field A@ and the distortions e$ over a 
layer's thickness are illustrated in Fig~ i, in which the integrated increment 

L 

m=~[  ~dz (25) 
0 

is plotted. 

The second terms in the right-hand sides of Eqs. (20) and (21) describe the sources 
producing the distortions e• in the gain medium. The cause of the distortions e• is scat- 
tering of the incident (a~) and reflected (A~) waves at the inhomogeneities of the medium 
induced by the intense field A@. Here the role of the sources ("external fluxes") for the 
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fields e• is fulfilled by that part of the polarization that is orthogonal to the fundamental 
structure, not by the induced component in the amplification of the fundamental field. 

The average intensities of the distortions satisfy the equations 

dJl+ xf ji+ q_ 1 ~ . g| --  ~ Re ~ (1 + ia) a•  e$ (1 + lAg1=) -~ dr• (26) 

dY! I 
Re f x ( 1  + i 8 )  . . . . . .  xFJi  -~-eaee ~" (1 + IAgl2) -* dr• (27) 

dz S 3 - 

To find the values of the noise field sources, for example 

S B (z) = ~ -  R e  x (1 + i~) a I g ' e +  (1 + IA$1'~) -~ dr• (28) 

we shall examine Eq. (2) over the interval Az satisfying the condition 

Zc =kp~ <<Az<<x -~ (29) 

Neg lec t ing  i n t r i n s i c  a m p l i f i c a t i o n  over  the  i n t e r v a l  Az, we s h a l l  w r i t e  the s o l u t i o n  of the  
p a r a b o l i c  equa t ion  us ing  Green ' s  o p e r a t o r  G 

A 
r e+ ( r i ,  z) = o . . . .  ~z e+ (%,  z - ~z) + 

-I- x(l-i~) f ^ Gz,., a .  (z3 g (r' 1, z3 1(1 + !A (z') $ (r ' ,  z')lD -* - -  F(z')]dz'. (301 
2 ' 

Z - - A Z  

Substituting Eq. (30) into Eq. ̂ (28) and taking into account the fact that, due to Eq. (29), 
the structures of ~(r• and Gz,z_~zei+ (r'f,z--Az) can be considered uncorrelated, we obtain 

$ 

i - e%-_<#] ' .k  xp[ 2 ( z - z , )  J �9 . ' 2 ~  ( z - - -  z ' )  
z - - h z  

a_L (z') (! + IA (z) X 

• ~ (r• z) ID-t[  (1 + I A (z') g (r ' , ,  z') 12)-~ - F (z')] ~* (r• z) ~" (r~,  z ' )  dz ' .  (31) 

To evaluate the integral of Eq. (31) we shall first average the expression inside the 
integral. The result of averaging is expressed in the form of a power series of the correla- 
tion function: 

D(r•  r~, z, z') ~ <~* ( r . ,  z) g ( r~ ,  z') (1 § IA (z)~ (r~, z)Iz) - '  • 

lOl =~ I ~ P r  x [(1 + IA fz') ~ ( r l ,  z') I=) - ,  - -  F(z ' ) l>  - -  =2(z,z') ~ + %(z,z') ~ + . . . .  

where the  c o r r e l a t i o n  f u n c t i o n  ~ i s  de f i ned  by [3] 

(32) 

r (rm, r]L, z, z') ~= <g" (r• z) g (r'~, z')> = <1> e x p { - -  (rL --  r~)= }. (33) 
l + i ( z  - - z ' ) /2z  c 4p'~ [ l + i ( z - - z ' ) / 2 Z c  ] 

The absence of the first power of the correlation function ~ in the expansion (32) is impor- 
tant. This very circumstance leads, in the final analysis, to the fact that the size of the 
region in which the sources are correlated with the generating fields e• is small (on the 
order of Zc)~ For small z c the sources are approaching being 6-correlated sources in the 
space of the noise field. 
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As a result of substituting Eq. (32) into Eq. (31) and integrating with respect to the 
transverse coordinates, a series is obtained each term of which is a derivative of the slow- 
ly varying function al(z')an(Z,Z') and is a rapidly decreasing (over a length on the order 
of zc) function of the coordinate z', having a maximum at the point z T = z. Therefore, for 
integration along the longitudinal coordinate z', the coefficients alan can be calculated at 
the point z' = z and taken outside the integral sign. After integrating along z', the value 
of B is presented in the form of a series of positive terms of constant sign. Each term of 
this series increases if, along with Eq. (32)~ 

[~(e, z)+ ~4(z, z) +...] (1~1~/<I?) (34) 

is used, since the decay speed of the functions inside the integral increases with increasing 
order of the correlation function. Calculating Eq. (32) at the point ri' = ri, z t = z, we 
have 

D (r• r~ ,  z, z) = a2 (z, z) + a4 (z, z) q- . . . .  <1> [.Fl (z) - -  F 2 (z) ] 

and after substituting Eqs. (34) and (35) into Eq. (31) we find an upper estimate of the 
value of the distortion sources 

(35) 

Bma~ (z) =•  [F, (z) - -  F 2 (z) ] I~• (z) [2, (36)  

where m c = <zc(l + 8a). 

Using this estimate, we obtain an equation for the average intensity of the distortions 

a_/_+~- = ,~/ J+ + ~mc(,~/4 ) (F, - -  ~ )  t a l  I' 
d z  

(37) 

and similarly 

d!" 
- = - -  z F J i  - - •  F 2) 1~-[2. (38)  

d e  

In the case of interfering colliding fields (a~llA) the equation for the average inten- 
sity J+, takes the form 

dJ__~$ = zFJ$ +• ) (F2 -- f~)lajl 12, 
de 

(39) 

where 

oo 

Fe(IA~2) = .I u e - " ( l +  IA[2u)-4d.u, (40) 
0 

and the equation for JJ matches Eq, (38)~ 

The increase in the distortions on the background of the useful signal is caused by 
two reasons: the existence of the sources and by the fact that the gain increment of the 
distortions 3+ is greater than the increment of the fundamental field 121 =, From Eqs. (37)- 
(39), taking both of these factors into account, it follows that the noise components will 
be small in comparison with the fundamental structure over the entire amplifier length if 

mc~ L<< I. (41) 

The condition [Eq. (41)] for the existence of a "self-averaging" regime has an intuitive 
physical meaning. Let a plane wave be incident on a layered medium in which there are 
random inhomogeneities in the gain coefficient and in the dielectric susceptibility, cor- 
responding to the characteristic dimensions and dispersive inhomogeneities induced in the 
medium of the amplifier. ~en Eq. (41) means that the rms fluctuations in the level and 
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the phase of the wave on exiting the layer (z = L) are small. In the case of a transparent 
medium (the size of the inhomogeneities of the dielectric constant 1 E z c and dispersion 
o E ~ <l~]/k) the inequality (41) matches the familiar condition oE2k21se<< i [8]. 

We shall evaluate the role of the second order terms in the weak fields a~, e• that were 
discarded in deriving Eqs. (20) and (21). While retaining terms proportional to la$I 2, le• ~ 
in the right hand sides of the equations, additional saturation of the medium by the weak 
fields is taken into account. The additional saturation leads to a decrease in the growth 
increment that is identical for the fundamental field and for the distortions (not affecting 
the signal to noise ratio), and also to a decrease in the amount of distortion sources. 
Prospective terms of the type a~ei turn out to be more substantial. These terms describe 
the four-wave interaction of the noise fields in the volume of the amplifier similar to that 
taking place in WFl-systems: 

Le$ ^ z ( 1 - - i a )  [ e+ z ct• 11 ]_ . (42) 
2 1 + [A&I ~ (1 -I- [A~I~) 2 

Lell ^ x{1-]- ig) [ e l l _  a l A ] ~ i 2 e +  ] . 
- 2 (1+ IAat2) 2 (I + IAai2) 2 (43) 

Such an interaction can lead to the generation of noises in a resonator consisting of two 
WFl-mirrors, one of which is an active layer, the other of which is a mirror situated behind 
the amplifier. To evaluate the contribution of this effect, we find the coefficient of re- 
flection of the noises from the active layer and determine the range of parameters in which 
generation is possible. With the condition [e+l~<< le_l 2 using Eqs. (42) and (43) we obtain 

RmR ~ : l - - e x p [ ( 1 - - ~ 6 )  ( m - -  M)/2] , (44) 

where R m and R 1 are the coefficients of reflection (with respect to the field) of noises from 
the WFl-mirror and from the active layer. Figure 2 shows the regions IRmRll Z I of possible 
noise generation in the ~L and IA(0) I 2 parameter plane as shaded areas. For self-excitation 
of a resonator based on an active layer and a WFl-mirror, the radiation at the output of the 
amplifier is determined by the properties of the resonator. Also, a field structure that is 
uncorrelated with the input signal with be predominant in the output radiation. If the gen- 
eration condition is not fulfilled, i.e., [RmRl[ < i, then for an infinite number of multi- 
ple reflections from the WFI-mirror and for matching of the phase advances, the intensity 
of the noise components increases by a factor of (I -- [RmRI[) 2. The given value is an upper 
estimate and additional investigation of the phase relationships during amplification and 
multiple reflection of the noises is necessary to make it more precise. 

Assuming thatIRmRI[ << i, we shall determine the relative share of the power of the dis- 
tortions 

T=~ J ( 0 ) / I A  (0)12 (45) 

at the output (z = 0) of a double-pass amplifier taking into account the distortions produced 
in the volume of the active medium and also the distortions manifested due to the imperfec- 
tions in the WFl-mirror. 

We shall assume that, as a result of imperfection in the mirror's inversion of the wave 
front, distortions with average intensities Jm II and Jm i appear in the wave front. These 
distortions have parallel and perpendicular polarization with respect to the field A~. Their 
relative value at the right boundary of the amplifier, 

T~ = Y~ (L ) / IA(L)  [ 2 , T~ --  J ~ ( L ) / I A ( L  ) 12 , (46) 

is a characteristic of the errors in the WFl-mirror. After amplification in a single pass, 
thelintensity of the distortions of the mirror reaches the value Jmli~0) = mMJm]](L), Jm• = 
emJm(L) at the output of the amplifier. " 

The amount of the distortions produced in the active medium is proportional to the small 

parameter m c Their relative share J_II(0)/IA(0)I 2 . = pm c at the output of the amplifier can 

be calculated by simultaneous integration of Eqs. (10)-(12) and (37)-(39) with the boundary 

conditions 
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l+(0) =0, I_(L) = IRmi2J+(L). (47) 

The results of this calculation for the cases a~ i A (solid curves) and all ]l A (dashed 
curves) are shown in Fig. 3. From this figure it is evident that for judicious gain values 
~L < i0, the value of ~ < 0.6. 

Thus, the ratio of the total power of the distortions to the useful signal power at the 
amplifier output turns out to be equal to 

T=T  em- + m o (48) 

For m c << i, the share of distortions produced in the active medium is small (for example, 
for m c = 0.i and ~L < i0 it does not exceed 6%) and the error in reproducing the structure 
of the input signal by a double-pass amplifier is determined, primarily, by the imperfections 
in the WFl-mirror. The appearance of noises that do not interfere with the fundamental field 
~ is most undesirable here. Having a higher growth increment, such noise introduces an e m-M 
times greater contribution to the total error of the amplifier. If the absence of interfer- 
ence is caused by the orthogonality of the polarizations of the noise and fundamental fields, 
then it is feasible to filter the noises, for example, using polarized isolators. The noise 
that does not interfere with the useful signal due to other causes, for example due to the 
difference in their frequency spectra, are less amenable to filtration and are, apparently, 
a fundamental difficulty in increasing the accuracy of the wave front inversion. 
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